A central task in quantum information processing is to characterize quantum processes. In the realm of optical quantum information processing, this amounts to characterizing the transformations of the mode creation and annihilation operators. This transformation is unitary for linear optical systems, whereas these yield the well-known Bogoliubov transformations for systems with Hamiltonians that are quadratic in the mode operators. In this paper, we show that a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer can characterize both these kinds of evolutions for multimode systems. While it suffices to use coherent states for the characterization of linear optical systems, we additionally require single photons to characterize quadratically nonlinear optical systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum process tomography is an indispensable tool in the characterization of the evolution of quantum systems. In general, the evolution of a d-dimensional quantum system is a completely positive trace-preserving map, which is characterized by O(d 4 ) real parameters [1] . In addition to standard quantum process tomography, various schemes such as ancilla-assisted process tomography [2] , direct characterization of quantum dynamics [3] and compressed sensing [4] have been developed to characterize such maps.
Characterizing evolutions in optical systems require a different scheme as the Hilbert space corresponding to such systems is infinite dimensional. Several schemes have been proposed for characterizing optical systems. In Ref. [5] , optical systems were probed with coherent states; and the results were used to predict the action of the system on an arbitrary state of light using the Glauber-Sudarshan P -representation. Simpler schemes are possible when we restrict our attention to linear optics. Such systems have been found to have a variety of applications ranging from interferometry, quantum metrology [6] , linear optical quantum computing [7] , and boson sampling [8] . In such systems, the mode operators evolve unitarily; and characterizing the finite dimensional unitary matrix completely specifies the evolution.
Several schemes for characterizing linear optical devices were developed in Refs. [9] [10] [11] . In all these schemes, probe states are inputted into the device which is then characterized from the probabilities of specific outcomes of measurements from the output of the device. In Ref. [9] , single-photon probes were used to find the moduli of all matrix elements, and two-photon coincidence probabilities were used to find all the phases of the matrix elements of a d-mode unitary. A similar scheme was analyzed in detail in Ref. [10] . Another approach using coherent state probes instead of single photons was developed in Ref. [11] .
However, all these schemes assumed that the unitary matrix is real-bordered i.e. that the elements in the first row and first column of the matrix were real. This restricts the class of devices that we can characterize. For instance, we would not be able to characterize a single mode phase shifter by these schemes. In general, the phases in the first row and column would be relevant when either the input state is superposed across input modes or when there is further interferometry after the device.
The restriction on the class of unitaries which could be characterized in these schemes stems from the fact that in quantum mechanics, only phase differences and not phases themselves can be measured. Thus in order to find all the phases in the transformation matrix, at least one auxillary mode must be introduced relative to which all phases can be measured. We will show that a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer serves this purpose.
Although characterizing linear optical devices have been explored, not much attention has been given to characterizing nonlinear devices. Such devices have been shown to be useful in producing squeezed light [12] and entangled photons [13] . Systems where the Hamiltonian is quadratic in the mode operators produce the well-known Boguliubov transformations of the mode operators [14] . We will show that the modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer can 2 characterize such transformations also. 
Here a p is the p th input mode of the unknown device which is coupled to the lower arm of the interferometer. The upper mode consists of a phase shifter which implements the transformation
where φ = {0, 
III. TOMOGRAPHY OF MULTIMODE UNITARIES
Consider a d-mode passive linear optical device where the input and output modes are labelled as a i and b i respectively where i ∈ {1, d}. The input mode and output mode creation operators are related by a unitary transformation
where it is implicit that the repeated index is summed over. Our aim is to fully characterize this unitary matrix.
For this, we probe it with coherent states. Consider a coherent state input in modeã 0 . The input state is
where α is arbitrarily chosen, and Dã 0 is the displacement operator acting on modeã 0 . After the first beamsplitter, this state is
After the unitary device and the phase shifter, this state is transformed as
This can be rewritten as
After the final beamsplitter, the reduced state in modesb 0 andb 1 is
We then measure the intensity difference between the modes. This is
Thus by choosing φ as 0 or π 2 , we are able to find the real part and the imaginary part of the matrix element respectively. This completes the characterization of the unitary matrix.
IV. TOMOGRAPHY OF BOGOLIUBOV TRANSFORMATIONS
Having seen how unitary evolutions of the mode operators can be characterized, we now move on to characterizing Bogoliubov transformations. In such systems the mode operators evolve aŝ
where U U † − V V † = 1. Note that U here is unitary iff V = 0. Hence in general our aim is to find both U and V . We will first find U , and then use that information to find V .
As earlier, consider a d-mode device where the input and output modes are labelled as a i and b i respectively where i ∈ {1, d}. For finding U , we use a scheme similar to the unitary case but with single photon probes. We first input a single photon in modeã 0 . The state after the first beamsplitter is
This state is transformed to
where we have noted thatb i |0 = 0 ∀ i. The modes b 0 and b q transform in the beamsplitter so as to yield the final state
The difference in the probabilities of measuring the photons at the output of the beamsplitter is
Choosing φ, we can fully characterize U . We now need to characterize V . For this, we send in a coherent state probe as in the unitary case. Proceeding as earlier, we find the reduced state of modes b 0 and b q as
For simplicity, define β pq = αU pq + α * V * pq . After the final beamsplitter, this state is
In this case, the intensity difference between the outputs is
This allows us to find β pq ∀ p, q which, can be used to find V completely. Note that the above expression reduces to Eq. (10) if V = 0. This completes the characterization of Bogoliubov transformations.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer can characterize both unitary and Bogoliubov transformations. As we have used coherent states for our scheme, the sensitivity of our scheme is limited by shot noise which goes as the inverse square root of the coherent state intensity. Further improvements can be made if non-classical states of light such as squeezed states are used as probe states instead. This will be studied in a future work.
